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Context and objective 

Being able to use a variety of dressed characters is important for most 3D graphics applications, from 

3D feature films to games. However, modelling clothing is one of the most time consuming and skill-

demanding task in the generation of new characters: garments have to be defined through their 2D 

patterns, on which sewing lines are specified (note that this step requires clothing design knowledge); 

then, physically-based parameters have to be specified, and a simulation is run to finally position the 

cloth over the 3D character. If a character with a different morphology has to be dressed, this process 

is usually re-started from scratch: indeed, virtual characters may vary in shape much more than real 

humans do, so the garment would not fit or would look very different if the initial pattern was directly 

reused after some simple scaling. 

 
The goal of the project is to automatically transfer existing 3D clothing, designed to fit a given 

character, to a new character or different morphology. This will be done by automatically deforming 

the 2D pattern of each garment while insuring that the piece of clothing will “look similar” on the new 

character – i.e. will cover the same portion of its body and move the same way under animation, which 

is related to its looseness with respect to the virtual character. 

 

Main steps 

The input is a dressed character model with the associated 2D clothing patterns, and a target character 

that may either be a deformed version of the first one or have pre-set correspondences with the first 

model. The user may be asked to specify specific feature points of these models (e.g. the positions of 

the knees, wrists, base of the neck, etc). 

 

Starting with a scaled version of the 2D patterns computed from the new distances between feature 

points, an iterative deformation method will be defined to progressively optimize the patterns: each 

stage will be aimed at reducing the difference between the local stretch-tensor [1] of the deformed 

garment over the new character, compared to the stretch tensor on the input one. Distance to the body 

will also be considered in loose regions in order to get a garment that looks similar [2].  

In addition to validation based on stretch tensor map, some animations will be computed to visually 

validate that the resulting clothing “moves the same way” that the input one. 
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